PLASTIC PRY TOOLS – SCRAPING TOOLS
CM

BOJO PLASTIC PRY TOOLS

BOJO STRONG 90MM
WIDE SCRAPERS

Soft, yet strong, all Bojo tools are made tough enough to pry, but not
hard enough to damage. These 4 tools are provided as a set.

3” (90mm) Wide Edge Scraper Tool Extreme or CELCON
Material ITH handle.
Extreme...............................P/N 12-04766..............$2.99
Celcon.................................P/N 12-04768..............$3.35

PLASTIC GENERAL WEDGE TOOL - General
narrow point for reaching in narrow spaces.
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BOJO EXTREME EDGE SCRAPERS

PLASTIC STICKER/GASKET TOOL - Wedge
tip, for use where a wide area is desired with
a “soft” touch.

Composite Angle or Concentrated Extreme Edge
Scraper Tools. Angle: for Sharp edges & corners.
Concentrated: for scraping power into small regions.
Angle...................................P/N 12-04769..............$3.35
Concentrated.......................P/N 12-04770..............$3.35

PLASTIC PRY BAR TOOL - The forked tip. The
original for removing door panels and plastic
grommets.

2 PIECE LONG AND NARROW
PRY TOOL KIT

PLASTIC WEDGE PULLER TOOL - The forked
tip. The original for removing door panels and
plastic grommets. Set of 4 listed above.
P/N 12-00748...... $14.95

Includes: 1 - For wedging & splitting deep into narrow
locations. (Flat tip) 1 - For prying in narrow and deep
locations. (Pry tip)................P/N 12-04771..............$6.50

MASTER INSTALLER KIT - Soft, yet strong, all
Bojo tools are made tough enough to scrape,
but not hard enough to damage. Set of 7.
P/N 12-00976........$19.95

BOJO COMPOSITE ANGLED PUSH/
PULL EXTREME SCRAPERS

Includes: 1 - Composite Angled Push/Pull Extreme
Scraper 1 - Composite Flat Push/Push Extreme Edge
Scraper................................P/N 12-04772..............$6.50

AIRCRAFT ASSEMBLY SCRAPER KIT - Soft,
yet strong, all Bojo tools are made tough
enough to scrape, but not hard enough to damage. Set of 4.............. P/N 12-00977...... $17.50

BOJO SCRAPER EDGE

Narrow Edge Scraper Edge Scraper (1/4” Wide)
P/N 12-04773..............$3.35

BOJO SCRAPER 3MM WIDE

Narrow Edge Scraper Edge Scraper (1/8” Wide).
P/N 12-04774..............$3.35

DELUXE SCRAPER KIT - This is an expansion

of our original 4 Piece Scraper Kit (which you
currently buy in the medium strength material
NGL). The new tips were design from request
in the aviation fuel bladder cleaning industry
for the US Air Force and US Navy overhaul
programs. This new, stronger material is highly resistance to all forms of
chemicals and sealants................................PN 12-01858.............$31.75
Description
Part No.
Price
Pry Tool Large LFT-2-N
12-01859
$7.50
Sheet Panel ADJ Tool Kit
12-01860
$18.25
Wire Guide Tool ATH-30-GNL
12-01857
$3.75

MULTI WEDGE NON-MARRING TOOL SETS

Multi Wedge non-marring tool sets allow homebuilders and avionics installers to remove panels, dash trim bezels, and other interior moldings, including door panels, without causing
damage. Excellent for use in aviation, auto
restoration, body work, electronics installation,
upholstery etc. The Black Set (3500) P/N 1201672 is made of a more expensive high impact polycarbonate plastic
for prying harder materials such as thin walled aluminum engine covers
and sheet metal panels. Product Benefits: • Thin tip to fit into tiny gaps
• Wide surface area to displace force, therefore reducing damage • Flexible • Slick surface for ease of prying • Built-in handle • Non-marring surface
• Slim powerful angle • Curved tip for easy prying • Thing tip for tight gaps
Multi Wedge Set Black (Hard) 3500.............P/N 12-01672............$11.75
Two Multi Wedge Sets - Orange (Soft) / Black (Hard) 3400/3500
P/N 12-01673............$16.75

SEALANT CUTTERS

Sealant cutter quickly and safely removes thick applications of seam sealant for aircraft maintenance
and repair. Eliminates the need for harsh chemicals.
Saves time and effort. 1/4” x 28 Threaded Shank.
.40” Diameter................................................P/N 12-02879..............$6.75
.83” Diameter................................................P/N 12-02878..............$6.50

BOJO 3 PIECE SMOOTHING
KIT WITH POUCH

Sealant Smoothing Tool Kit “Extreme”. Includes all
three Bojo smoothing tools and vinyl pouch. Bojo Tools
now offer a comprehensive range of sealant smoothing
tools to complement the scraper systems supplied
for aerospace, automotive and general industrial
applications. Industry standard profiles and unique Bojo designed tips
ensure economical, consistent and aesthetic application of all standard
sealant types................................................P/N 12-04775............$10.50

SCRAPERITE BLADES

ScrapeRite razor blades come in a variety of
colors and tensile strengths to meet your every
need, they are the best in the world and offer
many unique advantages over other scrapers
and metal blades. You can use ScrapeRite
blades anywhere you would use a steel blade
with out the fear of damaging the underlying surface; they are perfect for
glass, plastics, chrome, marble and painted surfaces.
Description
Part No. Price
Polycarbonate Blades & Holder Wavy Surfaces - Blue 12-03313 $6.50

Acrylic Blades & Holder Flat Surfaces - Yellow
12-03312 $6.50
General Purpose Blades & Holder Delicate Surfaces 12-03314 $6.50
- Orange
Replacement Blue Blades
12-03309 $0.95
Replacement Yellow Blades

Replacement Orange Blades
Big Gripper Long Handle

830

12-03311 $0.95
12-03308 $3.35

SEALANT REMOVAL TOOLS

These tools are full machined and/
or laser cut, which helps them retain
a sharp edge. The tools are used by
Model 2 many defense contractors and Naval
air stations for sealant application,
sealant removal, paint removal, acrylic
Model 3
canopy contact, and general use. They
are made from cell cast acrylic or black
nylon as noteed. These tools can be
resharpened on an abrasive belt or
Model 4
disc. Note: 15% Discount on 12 or
more (Per P/N)
Material
Part No.
Price
Acrylic
12-02360
$1.65
Nylon
12-02361
$5.75
Acrylic
12-02362
$2.45
Acrylic
12-02363
$2.95
Model 1

CSR-10 COMPOSITE SEALANT REMOVER

CSR is made from durable Torlon® material
that can remove sealant in many applications
at a lower product cost with greater efficiency
and productivity. For aerospace applications,
CSR is safe to use on common protective
coatings and structural materials.
CSR series can be used with 1/4”-28 UNF, 1/4”
collet, and drill chuck interfaces. Screw in or
attach/lock into rotary tool.
CSR cuts by rotating in the clockwise direction.
Operate the CSR at 200-400 RPM for better controllability while avoiding
heat buildup. Heat will accelerate wear on the CSR and may generate
undesirable odor from the sealant. For general applications, use the
CSR-10 to engage an edge of the sealant and allow the rotating action
to cut through at the bond line. Specifications: • Diameter: 1” • 1/4”-28
UNF..............................................................P/N 13-23407..............$6.25

12-03310 $0.95

Model
Model 1
Model 2
Model 3
Model 4
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